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Write T if the statement is true and F is false.  If false,  circle the word that makes the statement 
false and write the correct answer. 

____________________________ 1. Nancy is facing South.  If she makes a 5/8 of a  

       complete turn clockwise,  he will be facing north-

       east. 

____________________________ 2. 1/2 of a half turn is equal to 90°. 

____________________________ 3. 2 right angle turns is equal to 270°. 

____________________________ 4. Lucas is facing East.  If he makes a 1/2 of a  

       complete turn anti-clockwise,  he will be facing  

         north. 

____________________________ 5. Karen ended up facing West.  If she made a 3/4 

       of a complete turn clockwise,  she must have 

       started facing south. 

Write the angle turn needed given the direction on the blanks before each number. 

_______________ 1. If you are facing south-west,  what angle will you turn in a 

    clockwise direction to face south? 

_______________ 2. If you are facing east,  what angle will you turn in an anti clockwise  

    direction to face south? 

_______________ 3. If you are facing south-west,  what angle will you turn in a clockwise  

    direction to face north east? 

_______________ 4. If you are facing north,  what angle will you turn in an anti clockwise  

    direction to face south-east? 

_______________ 5. If you are facing east,  what angle will you turn in a clockwise  

    direction to face north west? 
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Answer Key: 

Set A: 

1. T 

2. T 

3. F - 2 should 3 or 270° should be 180° 

4, F - north should be west 

5. F - south should be north 

Set B: 

1. 315° 

2. 270° 

3. 180° 

4. 225° 

5. 135° 


